GROUP - CHAMPS

Q. 1

ENGLISH 1

In the park after Darry hits him, Ponyboy says, "Things gotta get better, I figured. They couldn't get worse. I
was wrong."

a. This foreshadows the flight of Johnny & Pony after
Johnny kills Bob.

b. This foreshadows that there will be much
bloodshed later which may all have been cause by his
own hand.

c. This foreshadows that things are about to get
worse when Ponyboy and Johnny get jumped and Bob
will be killed leading to the tragic chain of events in the

d. This foreshadows that the church will catch on fire.

Q. 2

"The room was as clean as a whistle" This is an example of?

a. personification

b. simile

c. metaphor

d. alliteration

Q. 3

A well developed character:

a. dynamic character

b. flat character

c. static character

d. round character

Q. 4

The children's behavior during the bachelor's story met with the _______________ of the bachelor because
they listened very well.

a. satisfactory

b. dismay

c. approval
Q. 5

Which one is a synonym for haughty:

a. shirk

b. wordy

c. disdainful

d. vastness

Q. 6

Part of speech for pithy

a. verb

b. adjective

c. noun

d. adverb

Q. 7

Antonym for vaunted

a. soft-pedaled

b. humorless

c. loot

d. jive
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Q. 8

ENGLISH 2

Antonym for Impediment

a. meek

b. help

c. downplayed

d. extol

Q. 9

Synonym for dovetail:

a. harmlessness

b. mesh

c. misgiving

d. meek

Q. 10

What statement is written in first person point of view?

a. I left school early.

b. He left school early.

c. Tom left school early.

d. They left school early.

Q. 11

Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Josh's worried look made it clear that he
realized the (seriousness) of the situation.

a. distant

b. gravity

c. angle

Q. 12

"Didn't she know how sick to my stomach it made me feel to know it's possible to end your life with only a
baboon to talk to?" What does John's commentary mean and what does it reveal about him?

a. He is mocking the Pigman for being a lonely old
man. This reveals his fear of growing old.

b. He has seen how pathetic the Pigman's life had
become after his wife died and he was so lonely, he
turned to a monkey for comfort. He blames the
Pigman's death on Lorraine.

c. He has seen how pathetic the Pigman's life had
become after his wife died and he was so lonely, he
turned to a monkey for comfort. It shows that he has

d. Both a and c

Q. 13

I do not realy like the feel of wool, it feels very _____________ and scratchy.

a. coarse

Q. 14
a. be

b. course

Every summer my grandfather begins a new ____________ colony which produces honey for the entire
summer.
b. bee
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Q. 15

ENGLISH 3

Which word is the direct object? Maria bought apples for the pie.

a. apples

b. Maria

c. bought

d. pie

Q. 16

She was afraid of Hurricane Sandy. Which one is the pronoun?

a. Sandy

b. She

c. Hurricane

d. afraid

Q. 17

A disposition or tendency to look on the more favorable side of events or conditions and to expect the most
favorable outcome.

a. confusion

b. optimism

c. agreement

d. cynicism

Q. 18

Which word is the best choice for the subordinating clause?

a. Because

b. If

c. Unless

d. Although

Q. 19

If _____________ waiting on me to buy ________________ old car,___________ going to have to wait a
long time.

a. your/your/your

b. you're/you're/you're

c. you're/your/you're

d. your/you're/your

Q. 20

What is the genre/subgenre of "A Tell-Tale Heart?"

a. fiction/adventure

b. fiction/short story

c. non-fiction/biography

d. fiction/fantasy

Q. 21

The opponent of the main character is called.

a. protagonist

b. antagonist

c. foil

d. character

Q. 22

The _____________ of the safety device allowed the explosion to occur.

a. failere

b. failare

c. failure

d. failour
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Q. 23

ENGLISH 4

If a person gives a speech to an audience in the hope of making them laugh, what is the purpose of this
speech?

a. to inform

b. to describe

c. to persuade

d. to entertain

Q. 24

Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. The sound of that drill is driving me
(insane)!

a. distant

b. gravity

c. mad
Q. 25

Which is something that REVERBERATES?

a. An echo

b. A motor

c. A song

d. A scream

Q. 26

When she became a teenager, she started to ______________ and ignore everything her parents told her to
do.

a. obey

b. rebel

c. honor

d. enjoy

Q. 27

Choose the correct option for the question. A compound/ complex sentence contains…

a. one independent clause and at least one
subordinate clause.

b. two or more independent clauses and no
subordinate clauses.

c. two or more independent clauses and at least one

d. one independent clause and not subordinate clause.

Q. 28

Lisa and I went to the mountains. There was at least three inches of snow. We decided to build a snowman.
In the last sentence, which word is the verb?

a. build

b. a

c. We

d. none

Q. 29

Someone who is new to a job is a ___________ .

a. specialist

b. novice

c. expert

d. student

Q. 30

What is dispersed?

a. scattered; sent off in different directions

b. odd; unusual

c. calling for immediate attention

d. extremely old
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Q. 31

ENGLISH 5

A group of grammatically connected words within a sentence; it does not have both a subject and a
predicate.

a. phrase

b. independent clause

c. fragment
Q. 32

Which of the following is an opinion?

a. Many people still go to see movies at a theater.

b. Some movie theater business has been lost to
videos.

c. There is nothing like seeing a first-run film on the

d. Hollywood still produces most U.S. films.

Q. 33

Given the true statement: "If you did not forget your pencil, then you will not borrow one of mine." Which
statement must also be true?

a. If you forget your pencil, then you will borrow one
of mine.

b. If you borrow one of my pencils, then you did not
forget your pencil.

c. If you didn't borrow one of my pencils, then you
forgot your pencil.

d. If you borrow one of my pencils, then you forgot

Q. 34

Which word is spelled correctly

a. compel

b. compell

c. commpel

d. compele

Q. 35

HIV is a _____________ that will end up turning into AIDS.

a. diease

b. disease

c. desease

d. diaese

Q. 36

Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. My classmates and I had to quickly
(create) a short skit about pioneer life.

a. outlandish

b. quell

c. improvise
Q. 37

Yesterday I help my parents make dinner. The word help should be changed to.....

a. helps

b. helped

c. helpped

d. no change
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Q. 38

ENGLISH 6

Which of the following is a fact?

a. Wild cats are the most beautiful animals in the
world.

b. A cheetah is the world's fastest animal.

c. A jaguar is sneaky.

d. The lion is truly the king of the beasts.

Q. 39

If an article is described as "objective," the article ______________ .

a. has a balanced treatment of the topic.

Q. 40

b. has a one-sided treatment of the topic.

A character whose personality traits represent a group rather than an individual:

a. foil

b. antagonist

c. stereotype

d. protagonist

Q. 41

Please put the book _________________ the table. Which preposition goes in the blank?

a. to

b. into

c. through

d. on

Q. 42

The problem or struggle in a story is called _____________ .

a. theme

b. protagonist

c. mood

d. conflict

Q. 43

Identify the order of the plot:

a. resolution, rising action, climax, falling action,
exposition

b. rising action, exposition, climax, falling action,
resolution

c. exposition, rising action, climax, falling action,

d. climax, exposition, rising action, resolution, falling
action

Q. 44

Michelle is climbing Mount Everest. To reach the top, she must hike through snowstorms and climb along
narrow, dangerous trails. What type of conflict is this?

a. man vs. society

b. man vs. himself

c. man vs. nature

d. man vs. man

Q. 45

Promptly-

a. with little or no delay

b. to consider again

c. a state of confused and noisy disturbance

d. lack of fairness or justice
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Q. 46

ENGLISH 7

I try to avoid running into her _______________ mother because I can never escape a conversation with her.

a. hackneyed

b. garrulous

c. ascetic

d. diaphanous

Q. 47

The neighborhood behind our house is home to many ____________ cats, and I dare not go there for fear
of being attacked.

a. feral

b. brusque

c. ephemeral

d. diaphanous

Q. 48

Using your knowledge of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, what is the definition of an audiologist?

a. the study of taste confusion

b. the study of hearing disorders

c. the study of music genres
Q. 49

Determine whether the following passage is an example of direct or indirect characterization: "They're just
parts of a large, dirty organism, like that alien monster thing in that Star Trek movie--unthinking, but very,
very dangerous."

a. Direct Characterization

Q. 50

b. Indirect Characterization

Which sentence is capitalized correctly?

a. The planet nearest the sun is mercury.

b. the Planet nearest the Sun is Mercury.

c. The Planet nearest the Sun is Mercury.

d. The planet nearest the Sun is Mercury.

Q. 51

______________ is an unchanging character.

a. round character

b. dynamic character

c. flat character

d. static character

Q. 52

Which type of story usually involves clues, a suspect, a crime, and an investigation?

a. fantasy

b. folktale

c. biography

d. mystery

Q. 53

Choose the correct spelling of the word.

a. arkateck

b. architect

c. arkiteck

d. architec
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Q. 54

ENGLISH 8

Last week, my class climbed ___________ the stairs to the roof. What preposition fits best in the blank?

a. up

b. through

c. in

d. beside

Q. 55

Which of the following is the superlative form of delicious?

a. more deliciouser

b. more delicious

c. most delicious

d. most deliciousest

Q. 56

You have a bellringer to do at the ____________ of class everyday.

a. begening

b. beging

c. beginning

d. begining

Q. 57

What type of text feature is used in a recipe?

a. chronological order

b. procedure

c. description

d. problem and solution

Q. 58

What is the mood at the beginning of the story?

a. joy

b. curiosity

c. sadness

d. panic

Q. 59

The narrator's claim of sanity lies in the fact that he can tell his story so _______________ .

a. quickly

b. calmly

c. slowly

d. enthusiastically

Q. 60

Please put the letter in the envelope. What is the preposition in this sentence?

a. the

b. letter

c. please

d. in

Q. 61

Adverbs modify:

a. nouns

b. nouns and pronouns

c. only adjectives and verbs

d. adjectives, verbs, and other adverbs

Q. 62

Which word is spelled correctly?

a. aloted

b. alloted

c. alotted

d. allotted
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Q. 63

ENGLISH 9

Using your knowledge of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, what is the definition of hypertension?

a. sense of conflict

b. abnormally high blood pressure

c. voltage
Q. 64

Experimenting with chemicals is extremely _____________ .

a. hasardus

b. hazardous

c. hazerdous

d. hazerdus

Q. 65

Determine whether the following passage is an example of direct or indirect characterization: "As if on cue,
four purple-hooded youths eased out of each door simultaneously. They slammed the doors shut in unison
as well."

a. Direct Characterization

Q. 66

b. Indirect Characterization

The student quickly ran to get his lunch. What is the adverb?

a. student

b. get

c. ran

d. quickly

Q. 67

I wish people would take care of _________ responsibilities when ____________ in charge.

a. his/he

b. our/we

c. their/they're

d. your/you're

Q. 68

Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. We tried to (care for) the wounded baby
bird until he was well enough to make it on his own.

a. nurture

b. skulk

c. deluge

Q. 69

The dog played with the ___________ shoe.

a. babies

b. baby's

c. babys'

d. babys

Q. 70
a. brief

We have a ____________ moment of silence each morning during the announcements.
b. breif
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Q. 71

ENGLISH10

Sound is to hear as odor is to:

a. see

b. touch

c. smell

d. taste

Q. 72

Using your knowledge of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, what is the definition of antimicrobial?

a. to make someone feel self-conscious

b. capable of destroying the growth of disease-causing

c. a single celled organism

Q. 73

Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Her latest illness has really left her (worn
out).

a. charged

b. mad

c. wasted
Q. 74

Choose the word that belongs in the blank. Do you __________ it will rain today?

a. think

Q. 75

b. thinks

_______________ is an extreme and general scarcity.

a. famine

b. abundance

c. expansion

d. cause

Q. 76

Combine the sentences to make one sentence that uses a participle. The bird picked a up a cup. The cup
was floating.

a. The floating cup picked up a bird.

b. The cup was floating.

c. The bird is picking up a cup.

d. The bird picked up a floating cup.

Q. 77

The piano as well as the pipe organ ____________ to be tuned for the big concert.

a. has

Q. 78

b. have

Baseball is Mrs. Frankens __________ favorite sport. She loves The Texas Rangers.

a. faverate

b. favorate

c. favorite

d. faverete
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Q. 79

ENGLISH11

"What happens to a dream deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun?" This is what type of figurative
language?

a. simile

b. metaphor

c. alliteration

d. oxymoron

Q. 80

The perspective from which a story is told is called its ________________ .

a. point of view

b. flashback

c. setting

d. theme

Q. 81

We had a wonderful _____________ from our balcony. The beach was beautiful!

a. veiw

Q. 82

b. view

A point to point comparison between two things that are alike in some respects.

a. cohesion

b. conference

c. analogy

d. prediction

Q. 83

Three elements to consider before beginning to write are:

a. audience, purpose, and format

b. people, setting, and format

c. purpose, uses, and publishing

d. audience, drafting, and revising

Q. 84

Which word is a noun in the sentence? The aliens invaded the planet Earth.

a. Earth

b. planet

c. invaded

d. aliens

Q. 85

Abstruse means.

a. hard to understand

b. difficult; tiresome

c. distant; reserved

d. causing horror

Q. 86

Many kids are full of _____________ , always getting in trouble.

a. mischeif

Q. 87

b. mischief

Choose the correct spelling of the word.

a. alltercation

b. altercation

c. ultercation

d. altercasion
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Q. 88

ENGLISH12

Pain medicine helps ___________ the hurt I have in my back.

a. releive

Q. 89

b. relieve

The airplane landed at 10:00 a.m. What is the preposition in this sentence?

a. landed

b. airplane

c. at

d. none

Q. 90

Console

a. verb

b. adjective

c. noun and verb

d. adjective and verb

Q. 91

The main character or hero in a story:

a. foil

b. antagonist

c. character

d. protagonist

Q. 92

Having a natural inclination or tendency to something

a. disinclined

b. prostrate

c. prone

d. upright

Q. 93

The writing process involves four basic steps. Which of the following steps would be the final step?

a. prewriting

b. revising and proofreading

c. publishing and presenting

d. drafting and discovery

Q. 94

The bright stars sparkled __________ me. Which preposition fits best in the blank?

a. out

b. sparkled

c. on

d. above

Q. 95

Morning is to breakfast as evening is to:

a. brunch

b. dinner

c. lunch

Q. 96
a. has

_________ either my father or my brother made a down payment on the house?
b. have
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Q. 97

ENGLISH13

What is the direct object in the sentence? The school sent my report card to my parents.

a. school

b. report card

c. sent

d. parents

Q. 98

The voice and implied speaker who tells the story:

a. protagonist

b. narrator

c. character

d. antagonist

Q. 99

In "The Landlady," the old lady really seems to like Billy, but then she kills him. This is an example of:

a. irony

b. flashback

c. alliteration

d. metaphor

Q. 100 The placement of story events in order is called _____________ .
a. stereotype

b. sequencing

c. setting

d. conflict

Q. 101 Pete, Tarquin, and ______ are going to play hockey.
a. me

b. your

c. we

d. I

Q. 102 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John's (hobby) in the ninth grade was
putting bombs in the boys' bathroom.
a. prevarication

b. predicament

c. paranoia

d. avocation

Q. 103 To grope for something means to ______________ .
a. search blindly and uncertainly

b. grab with force

c. let go of

d. none of these

Q. 104 The mayor, together with his two brothers, ___________ going to be indicted for accepting bribes.
a. is

b. are

Q. 105 I gave ______ plenty of time to get to work.
a. himself

b. herself

c. yourself

d. myself
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Q. 106 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. If you see anyone (sneak) around our
house, call the police.
a. cringe

b. deluge

c. skulk
Q. 107 I need you to write your final copy on a clean ____________ of notebook paper.
a. peice

b. piece

Q. 108 "Flaming ice" is an example of what kind of literary device?
a. simile

b. metaphor

c. oxymoron

d. personification

Q. 109 Comparative relation between things or magnitudes as to size, quantity, number, etc.; ratio is called.
a. distortion

b. assumption

c. proportion

d. destruction

Q. 110 Something deriving in appearance, function, or general character from an earlier form.
a. descendant

b. ancestor

c. kindred

d. source

Q. 111 The narrator zooms in on the thoughts and feelings of just one character.
a. second person

b. first person

c. third person omniscient

d. third person limited

Q. 112 The platter my mother gave me is very ___________ . It will break easy.
a. delicate

b. delecate

c. delikate

d. dilicate

Q. 113 It was raining yesterday. I walked outside and water "drip" on me! The word "drip" should be changed to....
a. drips

b. dripped

c. drip

d. no change

Q. 114 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. attorneys

b. attornies

c. atorney

d. atterneys
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Q. 115 "If you do not do as we say then something bad will happen to you." This is an example of what type of
persuasive method?
a. Bandwagon

b. Testimonial

c. Exaggeration

d. Scare Tactics

Q. 116 She looked everywhere for her cat. She finally found it under the bed. The word under is a.....
a. preposition

b. noun

c. adverb

d. object pronoun

Q. 117 Last week my sister __________ a birthday card to my grandmother in Florida.
a. scent

b. sent

c. cent
Q. 118 "Look at that combination knob- jerked out as easy as pulling up a radish" uses what literary device?
a. metaphor

b. personification

c. simile

d. hyperbole

Q. 119 The definition for the stem PHOTO is:
a. hang

b. look

c. sound

d. light

Q. 120 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. I could tell he was angry at me because he
acted so (not friendly) when I saw him.
a. cow

b. distant

c. angle

Q. 121 The aunt decided to tell the children a story to keep them occupied, but they would not stop asking her
questions. They were behaving __________ .
a. respectfully

b. horribly

c. considerately
Q. 122 The _________________ picnic will be at the park Saturday afternoon.
a. companies

b. companie's

c. company's

d. companys'
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Q. 123 To take something apart to see how it works means to ______________ .
a. analyze

b. explain

c. report

d. support

Q. 124 Using your knowledge of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, what is the definition of vacuous?
a. full of flowers

b. the result of bareness

c. full of emptiness

Q. 125 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John and Lorraine visited the part of the
zoo that house the animals that are (awake at night).
a. frenzied

b. nocturnal

c. escapist

d. maladjusted

Q. 126 Affinity is _______________ .
a. general atmosphere; mood

b. something connected to another

c. a natural talent

d. similarity; a natural attraction

Q. 127 We sat ____________ the bench. Which preposition fits in the blank?
a. on

b. above

c. below

d. in

Q. 128 Which of the following is the superlative form of little?
a. less

b. least

c. smaller

d. smallest

Q. 129 Using an object or action that means something more than its literal meaning is called
a. Symbolism

b. Paradox

c. Hyperbole

d. Allusion

Q. 130 Choose the word that belongs in the blank. My __________ are all taller than me.
a. friend

b. friends

Q. 131 Choose the word that belongs in the blank. _______ am waiting for the bus.
a. I

b. We
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Q. 132 "The stars danced playfully in the moonlit sky" What is being personified?
a. the sky

b. the stars

c. playfully

d. moonlit

Q. 133 "The noise is music to my ears" What two things are being compared?
a. music and ears

b. noise and music

c. nothing is being compared

d. A & B

Q. 134 "Johnny was scared of his own shadow" is an example of which literary device?
a. simile

b. personification

c. hyperbole

d. oxymoron

Q. 135 What is the present participle in the sentence? The baking pizza smelled delicious!
a. smelled

b. pizza

c. baking

d. delicious

Q. 136 What is the past participle in the sentence? She read the used books that were on the shelf.
a. read

b. she

c. used

d. books

Q. 137 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. A puppy is likely to (draw back) if an older
dog growls and snaps at it.
a. cringe

b. acclaim

c. bite

d. enrage

Q. 138 It is never okay to write using passive voice.
a. True

b. False

Q. 139 "The horizon was a thin golden line" is an example of which type of literary device?
a. simile

b. metaphor

c. hyperbole

d. oxymoron
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Q. 140 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John thought he and Lorraine were
(invading) in Mr. Pignati's life.
a. trespassing

b. escapist

c. maladjusted

d. protruding

Q. 141 Which of the following words means "mistaken idea" ?
a. gullible

b. ecstatic

c. fallacy

d. futile

Q. 142 A person who tends to see the bad side of things
a. pessimist

b. miserly

c. fictitious

d. ecstatic

Q. 143 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. Those trees is losing their leaves.

b. Those tree are losing their leaves.

c. Those trees are losing their leaves.

Q. 144 What are the compound predicates in this sentence? My dad slept and ate all day long.
a. My dad

b. dad

c. slept and ate

d. ate all day long

Q. 145 "The duck quacked at the ground."It’s a _______________ .
a. personification

b. hyperbole

c. simile

d. onomatopoeia

Q. 146 It was ______ who baked the English muffins.
a. them

b. they

c. she

d. their

Q. 147 Choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence. Cicely asked that her records
be ____________ to another hospital.
a. trasferrd

b. transfered

c. transferred

d. transferd
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Q. 148 Sharp or severe in effect; intense.
a. acute

b. dull

c. syndrome

d. dense

Q. 149 A hint or clue in a story that suggests some action is to follow to create interest or suspense is called:
a. coming of age.

b. stereotyping.

c. foreshadowing.

d. allusion.

Q. 150 Go and get the book from the library. Which type of sentence is this?
a. statement

b. exclamation

c. question

d. command

Q. 151 A book with fictional characters which takes place in a real setting from the past.
a. historical fiction

b. science fiction

c. fantasy

d. mystery

Q. 152 Select the sentence in which the subject and the verb agree in number.
a. The moon in the night sky are a beautiful sight.

b. The moon in the night skies are a beautiful sight.

c. The moon in the night sky is a beautiful sight.

d. The moon in the night skies be a beautiful sight.

Q. 153 Which word best represents the theme of the poem?
a. Oppression

b. Equality

c. Brotherhood

d. Patriotism

Q. 154 Choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence. The weather report called
for____________ rain showers tomorrow.
a. frequant

b. frequont

c. frequint

d. frequent

Q. 155 Persuasive techniques...
a. Get a readers attention

b. Emphasize a point

c. Polish the writing

d. All of the above
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Q. 156 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Andy felt guilty about stealing, knowing
that it was (sinful).
a. improvise

b. unswerving

c. immoral
Q. 157 "He's so greasy, he glides when he walks. He goes to the barber for an oil change, not a haircut" is an
example of what 2 literary devices?
a. hyperbole and metaphor

b. simile and metaphor

c. hyperbole and personification

d. oxymoron and idiom

Q. 158 All information in this genre is based on the known true facts.
a. Fiction

b. Nonfiction

c. Poetry

d. Fantasy

Q. 159 "A fine mess" is an example of which type of figurative language?
a. oxymoron

b. idiom

c. simile

d. metaphor

Q. 160 The bored children kept asking their aunt questions. We could say that these children would
constantly ___________ their aunt with questions.
a. tease

b. assail

c. respect
Q. 161 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Lorraine thought shoveling the snow had
been too (demanding) a job for the old man.
a. complex

b. nocturnal

c. strenuous

d. putrid

Q. 162 When reading poetry aloud, whenever you come across a strange space between words you should:
a. observe it in your pace

b. ignore it

c. fill a word of your choice in

d. write a nasty letter to the poet

Q. 163 "The first rays of morning tiptoed through the meadow" What is being personified?
a. the morning

b. the meadow

c. tiptoed

d. the first rays of morning
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Q. 164 Other than evidence, what else might you use to develop an argumentative essay?
a. examples

b. comparisons

c. strategies

d. all of the above

Q. 165 Choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence. Frank, the stereo is no longer in
my __________.
a. possession

b. posesion

c. possesion

d. posession

Q. 166 ___________ (n) a point of view or general standpoint from which different things are viewed, physically or
mentally; the appearance.
a. myriad

b. perspective

c. perturb

d. relevant

Q. 167 How the story ends.
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Conclusion

d. Climax

Q. 168 Select the sentence in which the subject and the verb agree in number.
a. Does macaroni and cheese sound good for dinner?

b. Do macaroni and cheese sound good for dinner?

Q. 169 Which word(s) name the indirect object(s)? Susan made cake for her mother and father.
a. mother

b. father

c. mother and father

d. cake

Q. 170 Choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence. Do you feel that your health
insurance is __________ ?
a. adaquate

b. adequate

c. adequat

d. adequit

Q. 171 A mental disorder characterized by delusions with thinking that others are trying to harm him/her is called.
a. paranoia

b. pondering

c. petrified

d. hideous
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Q. 172 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. My parent are picking me up from school today.

b. My parents is picking me up from school today.

c. My parents are picking me up from school today.
Q. 173 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. antaseptic

b. antaseptac

c. antiseptic

d. antisaptic

Q. 174 The word exasperation means:
a. tired

b. irritated

c. enjoyment

d. pleasing

Q. 175 "Two jets streaked across the sky. Beautiful. Dark birds in a sweeping arc across a silver sky." This is an
example of...
a. an inference

b. simile

c. oxymoron

d. metaphor

Q. 176 Last week I went to the circus. There were animal and clowns! I had a great time! The word animal should be
changed to.....
a. animalss

b. animmals

c. animals

d. anemals

Q. 177 A type of book with magic or supernatural events:
a. mystery

b. folktale

c. biography

d. fantasy

Q. 178 I will have to __________ all of my classes for high school next week.
a. choose

b. chews

Q. 179 What does AUTHENTIC mean?
a. Clean

b. Diamond

c. Real

d. Fake
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Q. 180 ___________ (n) harm or loss; injury, damage; disadvantage; a cause of harm, injury or damage. synonyms:
hindrance, liability. antonyms: advantage, help, plus.
a. bountiful

b. durable

c. banter

d. detriment

Q. 181 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. The truck shifted gears as it began to
(move heavily) up the hill.
a. harbor

b. charge

c. lumber
Q. 182 If you have doubts about whether something is true, you may act...
a. shamefacedly

b. dubiously

c. credulity
Q. 183 What type of figurative language device is used in the following sentences: I hope I pass with flying colors!
a. hyperbole

b. understatement

c. idiom

d. oxymoron

Q. 184 The study of the history and origin of words is _______________ .
a. predictible

b. explanation

c. etymology

d. enhance

Q. 185 To locate others words to replace walk in your essay, you would look in this...
a. dictionary

b. glossary

c. thesaurus

d. encyclopedia

Q. 186 Dwindle
a. adverb

b. noun and verb

c. verb

d. adjective and verb

Q. 187 What literary device uses a casual reference to a famous historical or literary figure or event?
a. Metaphor

b. Imagery

c. Allusion

d. Paradox
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Q. 188 Unlike a paraphrase, when you do this, you make a short statement about the main ideas of a selection:
a. paraphrase

b. reproduction

c. plagiarism

d. summary

Q. 189 Putting on my earphones, I pretend I am engrossed in my music. The word engrossed most likely means....
a. sickened by

b. fed up with

c. having all of one's attention or interest

Q. 190 Ambiance
a. general atmosphere; mood

b. loser in a competition

c. an assistant

d. a sworn written statement

Q. 191 __________ (v) to make as small as possible, make the least of; to make smaller than before. synonyms:
belittle, downplay, underrate. antonyms: magnify, enlarge, exaggerate.
a. minimize

b. veer

c. venerate

d. wanton

Q. 192 How do I get to Pismo beach? Which type of sentence is this?
a. question

b. command

c. noun

d. statement

Q. 193 Brad asked to ______ he should give the package.
a. who

b. whoever

c. whom

d. whomever

Q. 194 Completely filling one’s mind and attention
a. consuming

b. bulbous

c. appendage

d. pretense

Q. 195 A part of a living organism that protrudes or sticks out from the body
a. glib

b. inexplicably

c. sparse

d. appendage
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Q. 196 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. It's hard to (picture) my grandmother as a
young girl.
a. unwary

b. cringe

c. envision
Q. 197 Which lines from the poem contain a hyperbole?
a. "We paused before a House that seemed / A
Swelling of the Ground"

b. "Since then 'tis Centuries and yet / Feels shorter

c. "My labor, and my leisure too, / For His Civility"

d. "The Roof was scarcely visible/ The Cornice but a
Mound"

Q. 198 The main idea of a literary work; the message the author wants to convey:
a. symbolism

b. theme

c. tone

d. mood

Q. 199 Events leading up to the climax is called ____________ .
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Rising Action

d. Climax

Q. 200 The limit or point beyond which something begins or occurs; brink
a. point

b. precipice

c. verge

d. extreme

Q. 201 The ability to produce offspring; power of reproduction; the capacity to supply nutrients in proper amounts
for plant growth when other factors are favorable.
a. abundance

b. ability

c. sterility

d. fertility

Q. 202 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. A tidal wave can (flood) a seacoast.
a. acclaim

b. skulk

c. deluge
Q. 203 Which statement is logically equivalent to "If I am in math class, then I am not having fun"?
a. If I am having fun, then I am not in math class.

b. If I am not having fun, then I am not in math class.

c. If I am not having fun, then I am in math class.

d. If I am in math class, then I am having fun.
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Q. 204 To consider something deeply and thoroughly; meditate:
a. ponder

b. hideous

c. abomination

d. immense

Q. 205 A character with traits opposite to those of the main character:
a. character

b. narrator

c. protagonist

d. foil

Q. 206 Becoming familiar with a reading selection before you begin to read is which active reading strategy?
a. predicting

b. monitoring

c. inferencing

d. previewing

Q. 207 Using your knowledge of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, what is the definition of a psychobiography?
a. a series of biographies about people with multiple
phobias

b. a biography written by a psychopath about his
personality disorder

c. a biography that pays attention to a person's

Q. 208 _______ (adj) disagreeable in sound, jarring, lacking in harmony, conflicting. synonyms: grating, shrill,
different, divergent. antonyms: harmonious, in agreement.
a. grope

b. hover

c. jostle

d. discordant

Q. 209 Which sentence is correct?
a. The pendant swing.

b. The pendant hung around.

c. The pendant looked lovely on the necklace.

d. The pendent looked nice were it hung.

Q. 210 Which one is considered the highest point in the story, the most stressful scene.
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Rising Action

d. Climax

Q. 211 The specific event that gets the conflict in the story going.
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Rising Action

d. Climax
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Q. 212 _____________ (adj.) reckless; heartless, unjustified; loose in morals. (n) a spoiled, pampered person; one
with low morals. synonyms: (adj) rash, unprovoked. antonyms: (adj) justified, strict, responsible.
a. wanton

b. venerate

c. veer

d. maim

Q. 213 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. This people look very friendly.

b. That people look very friendly.

c. Those people look very friendly.

Q. 214 Which of the following sentences is correctly punctuated?
a. I have taken notes on your book however I still
have questions.

b. I have taken notes on your book, however I still
have questions.

c. I have taken notes on your book; however, I still

d. I have taken notes on your book however; I still
have questions.

Q. 215 Pretense of having virtues, beliefs, principles, etc., that one does not actually possess
a. confusion

b. forthright

c. righteous

d. hypocritical

Q. 216 The word ANXIOUS means:
a. happy

b. worried

c. nervous

d. b and c

Q. 217 An animated or excited gesture.
a. indication

b. gesticulation

c. repose

d. assertion

Q. 218 A vigil beside a dying or dead person
a. death watch

b. life watch

c. warrant

d. belief

Q. 219 An antonym for passive:
a. not active

b. active

c. slow

d. sluggish
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Q. 220 Circle the correct spelling.
a. carrier

b. carier

c. cerrier

d. careier

Q. 221 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. That statue honors soldiers'
(immeasurable) sacrifices for our nation.
a. angle

b. untold

c. reflect

Q. 222 He plans to write an autobiographical book about his life as a basketball star. He wants to describe his life
now that he is famous. In the above sentences, what does the word "autobiographical" mean?
a. detailed

b. life story

c. fictional

d. unrealistic

Q. 223 A biography is considered fiction.
a. True

b. False

Q. 224 Tension means.
a. ridiculous

b. calm

c. worry

d. stress-free

Q. 225 Informational books are considered non-fiction.
a. True

b. False

Q. 226 The bomb went boom! What type of figurative language device is used in this sentence?
a. onomatopoeia

b. personification

c. idiom

d. hyperbole

Q. 227 Adverbs answer all of the following questions except...
a. To what extent

b. Which one

c. When

d. Where
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Q. 228 How does air pressure ___________ the flight of a plane?
a. affect

b. effect

Q. 229 _________________ (adj.) sturdy, not easily worn out or destroyed; lasting for a long time. (n.pl.) consumer
goods used repeatedly over a series of years. synonyms: long-lasting, enduring. antonyms: fragile,
perishable, fleeting, ephemeral.
a. durable

b. enterprising

c. detriment

d. congested

Q. 230 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. ancester

b. ancestor

c. anncester

d. ansester

Q. 231 Which word means "the source or beginning of something"?
a. origin

b. locate

c. destination

d. linguistics

Q. 232 I can't read very well, but I am ___________ at math.
a. well

b. good

Q. 233 Sandy gave the book away. They got a new book. What pronoun can you use instead of they?
a. She

b. It

c. Her

d. girl

Q. 234 The struggle a character has with himself, another character, society, or nature:
a. exposition

b. antagonist

c. conflict

d. resolution

Q. 235 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. I would love to buy the new Prada
handbag but the cost is too (excessive).
a. invaluable

b. versatile

c. prohibitive
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Q. 236 Which sentence is capitalized correctly?
a. On a cloudless night, I studied pisces, a
constellation in the north sky.

b. on a Cloudless Night, i studied Pisces, a
constellation in the North Sky.

c. On a cloudless night, I studies Pisces, a constellation

d. on a cloudless night, I studied pisces, a constellation
in the north sky.

Q. 237 The boy ran into the wall. Which word is the verb?
a. ran

b. boy

c. the

d. wall

Q. 238 A type of fantasy that usually involves time or space travel and possible future events:
a. fable

b. fantasy

c. science fiction

d. realistic fiction

Q. 239 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. The baboon became (wildly exited) when
he saw Mr. Pignati.
a. demented

b. frenzied

c. maladjusted

d. mortified

Q. 240 _________ (adj.) economical, avoiding waste and luxury; scanty, poor, meager. synonyms: thrifty; skimpy.
antonyms: wasteful, improvident, lavish, extravagant.
a. frugal

b. glut

c. incognito

d. legendary

Q. 241 Which sentence is correct?
a. The company was.

b. Company sold medicine.

c. The companey made stuffed animals.

d. The company made stuffed animals.

Q. 242 Which is spelled correctly?
a. excesive

b. excessiv

c. excessive

d. excesiv

Q. 243 Which word means "to think about how two things are the same or different"?
a. category

b. personification

c. compare

d. structure
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Q. 244 The act of expending, as by use, decay, or destruction
a. destruction

b. intending

c. preserving

d. consumption

Q. 245 Shadow and Blackjack ___________ with the ball.
a. plays

b. play

Q. 246 Foresight, discernment, or keen perception; ability to make good judgments
a. ineptness

b. knowledgeable

c. sagacity

d. stupidity

Q. 247 The second part of the plot, in which the conflict arises and becomes more intense.
a. climax

b. rising action

c. falling action

d. introduction

Q. 248 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. I always eats three meals a day.

b. We always eats three meals a day.

c. Gavin always eats three meals a day.
Q. 249 Which of the following is punctuated correctly?
a. May we meet tomorrow at 10 30?

b. May we meet tomorrow at 10:30?

c. May we meet tomorrow at 10;30?

d. May we meet tomorrow at 10,30?

Q. 250 Put the dog above his soft bed. He is tired from playing all day. The word above should be changed to...
a. on

b. below

c. in

d. beneath

Q. 251 The student __________ . Which of these correctly completes the sentence?
a. on the way to the restaurant

b. with a report due soon

c. needs to find some markers

d. blue dinosaurs

Q. 252 My friends and I bought new video games. We can want to show it to everyone tomorrow. The word can
should be changed to.......
a. might

b. are

c. is

d. No change
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Q. 253 My grandpa is a chef. They is great at cooking. The pronoun they should be changed to........
a. It

b. Her

c. She

d. No change

Q. 254 ____________ (n) the choice part of a group of people or things; (adj) superior. synonyms: (n) cream of the
crop, upper crust. antonyms: (n) rank and file, dregs of society.
a. elite

b. grapple

c. devoid

d. comply

Q. 255 I wrote a letter to Chicago newspaper and signed it with my full name. I wanted them to know it was from
me. The word me should be changed to.....
a. me

b. they

c. no change

d. her

Q. 256 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Please stay (calm) until help arrives.
a. balanced

b. mad

c. composed

Q. 257 Amenable means.
a. partially open

b. hard to understand

c. agreeable; pleasant

d. filling with dismay

Q. 258 Archaic means.
a. partially open

b. hard to understand

c. outdated; ancient

d. situated in front

Q. 259 Aloof means.
a. reserved or distant in manner

b. tiresome

c. agreeable; pleasant

d. abstruse

Q. 260 aftermath
a. a consequence of

b. a choice

c. natural ability

d. an award; an honor
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Q. 261 abhor
a. to detest; to hate

b. to shorten

c. to cause to feel unwelcome

d. to tempt

Q. 262 abyss
a. an honor

b. a bottomless pit

c. skilled worker

d. a loser

Q. 263 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. If you'd just pay attention, this kind of
problem wouldn't (occur) all the time.
a. pittance

b. improvise

c. recur

d. presume

Q. 264 Which is spelled correctly?
a. potential

b. potentiel

c. potensial

d. potentiall

Q. 265 An attempt to make something appear true when it is actually false
a. consuming

b. pretense

c. appendage

d. predicament

Q. 266 Speaking in a smooth, easy way that is not sincere
a. epiphany

b. contemplation

c. pretense

d. glib

Q. 267 Which of the following means "Thickly dispersed or scattered"
a. sparse

b. inexplicably

c. protruded

d. malicious

Q. 268 If the suffix -script means to write, handwritten or typed text is known as a:
a. phonograph

b. manuscript

c. counterfeit

Q. 269 Deep reflective thought is called ___________ .
a. glib

b. disorienting

c. contemplation

d. sparse
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Q. 270 Not capable of being explained
a. consuming

b. pretense

c. glib

d. inexplicably

Q. 271 Extend beyond or above a surface
a. bulbous

b. protruded

c. epiphany

d. appendage

Q. 272 Fat, round, or bulging is __________ .
a. consuming

b. sparse

c. bulbous

d. contemplation

Q. 273 An experience of sudden and striking realization
a. epiphany

b. trepidation

c. protruded

d. pretense

Q. 274 "The first rays of morning tiptoed through the meadow" Which human trait or quality is given?
a. tiptoed

b. rays of morning

c. through the meadow

d. B & C

Q. 275 Pollution
a. discrimination against or prejudice or hostility
toward Jews

b. Difficulties; misfortune

c. the introduction of harmful substances or products

d. Dishonest or fraudulent conduct by those in power;
example - bribery

Q. 276 Support for an argument is actually the ____________ .
a. Claim

b. Underlying purpose for the argument

c. Material or evidence used to convince the audience

d. Facts the argument is trying to prove

Q. 277 Having a verifiable origin, not fake
a. authentic

b. sheepishly

c. unseemly

d. commotion
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Q. 278 Wary means.
a. energetic

b. tired

c. cautious

d. idle

Q. 279 A maternity ward in a hospital is most likely...
a. a section for women to be treated

b. a section where babies are born

c. a section where children are cared for

d. a section for mothers of doctors to visit

Q. 280 "Johnny worshiped the ground Dallas walked on" is an example of which type of literary device?
a. simile

b. personification

c. idiom

d. oxymoron

Q. 281 The narrator seeks another cat, takes it home and finds:
a. that it seems to love him very much

b. that it is beginning to take on haunting
characteristics of the previous pet

c. both of these

Q. 282 The children listened to the bachelor's story and surprisingly were ___________ good while he was speaking.
a. extraordinarily

b. momentarily

c. promptly
Q. 283 A famous person, or someone you respect or like, claims that something is good or advertises or promotes a
product or idea, even though they are not experts. This describes which persuasive technique?
a. Bandwagon

b. Testimonial

c. Exaggeration

d. Scare Tactics

Q. 284 This kind of book tells about the life of a real person:
a. folktale

b. mystery

c. biography

d. historical fiction

Q. 285 It is ___________ late to buy ___________ tickets ____________ the concert.
a. to/too/two

b. too/to/two

c. too/two/to

d. two/to/too
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Q. 286 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. ammendment

b. amendmant

c. amendmint

d. amendment

Q. 287 A work of art that celebrates the cultivated enjoyment of the countryside.
a. pastoral

b. parody

c. pun

Q. 288 __________ is a regional form of a language.
a. articulate

b. peer

c. dialect

d. accent

Q. 289 Which of the following are types of internal conflict?
a. man vs. man

b. man vs. himself

c. man vs. society

d. all of the above

Q. 290 Lessening the force or intensity of something unpleasant, as wrath, pain, grief, or extreme circumstances
a. litigation

b. reduction

c. perception

d. mitigation

Q. 291 To cause to wither or decay
a. living

b. consuming

c. blighting

d. defining

Q. 292 This genre always contains elements that are made-up or created by the author.
a. Realistic fiction

b. Poetry

c. Science fiction

d. Fiction

Q. 293 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. anecdote

b. anekdote

c. anacdote

d. enacdote

Q. 294 Which sentence is correct?
a. Andy wants to go to collage.

b. Kallie has applied for colege.

c. Joe is not certain which college to select.

d. Brian does not want to go to colage.
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Q. 295 A person or animal who takes part in a story.
a. climax

b. omniscient

c. rising action

d. character

Q. 296 __________ (n) a surrounding together; agreement or accord. synonyms: harmony,accord, assent.
a. vie

b. unison

c. willful

d. perturb

Q. 297 We shouldn't eat the pizza in the refrigerator. It is him. The word him should be changed to....
a. ours

b. his

c. hers

d. no change

Q. 298 Which sentence is correct?
a. They promoted from within.

b. They do promote.

c. Promote games.

d. Every concert is promoted.

Q. 299 Frugal means to be _________.
a. economical

b. thrifty

c. skimpy

d. all the above

Q. 300 Which word best completes this common idiom? Lucy finally saw the __________ on the wall and realized
she was not going to be a rock singer.
a. glitters

b. writing

c. weather

d. practice

Q. 301 When the quality, standard and use of the product is made to sound better than it really is.
a. Bandwagon

b. Testimonial

c. Exaggeration

d. Scare Tactics

Q. 302 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. antiqe

b. antike

c. anteque

d. antique

Q. 303 A collection of various writings, such as songs stories or poems is an___________ .
a. anthology

b. pivot

c. extrication

d. poetry
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Q. 304 Which word is correctly spelled?
a. alotment

b. allotmant

c. allotment

d. alotmant

Q. 305 ___________ (v) to yield to a request or command. synonyms: submit to, consent to, acquiesce in.
antonyms: reject, refuse, decline.
a. amass

b. allot

c. elite

d. comply

Q. 306 Using your knowledge of prefixes, roots, and suffixes, what does the word amorphous most likely mean?
a. changing often

b. without a specific form

c. full of structure
Q. 307 "The room was as clean as a whistle" What two things are being compared?
a. clean and whistle

b. the room and clean

c. the room and whistle

d. none of the above

Q. 308 The attitude of the author towards his writing: is called its ___________ .
a. tone

b. conflict

c. plot

d. mood

Q. 309 Which is spelled correctly?
a. cinnamon

b. cinnemon

c. cinamon

d. cinnaman

Q. 310 Don't help the other team create their science project. They are going to beat us. The word their should be
changed to....
a. theirself

b. themself

c. themselves

d. no change

Q. 311 The story was interesting. It main theme was love. The word It should be changed to....
a. Them

b. Their

c. Its

d. no change
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Q. 312 This poem is an example of:
a. Sonnet

b. Free verse

c. Concrete

d. Villanelle

Q. 313 Circle the correct spelling.
a. accomppanied

b. acompanied

c. accompanied

d. acomppaned

Q. 314 Consequently is a transition word for which of the following types of writing?
a. classification

b. compare and contrast

c. cause and effect

d. chronological

Q. 315 ____________ (adj.) slanting or sloping; not straight forward or direct. synonyms: indirect. antonyms: direct,
straight to the point.
a. venerate

b. durable

c. oblique

d. wanton

Q. 316 My aunt went shopping today. She do buy a lot of clothes. The word do should be changed to........
a. had

b. has

c. did

d. No change

Q. 317 _________ (adj., adv.) with extreme care or caution. synonyms: (adv.) cautiously, warily, circumspectly.
antonyms: (adv.) firmly, confidently, aggressively
a. frugal

b. maim

c. gingerly

d. glut

Q. 318 __________ hour ago we met ____________ history teacher.
a. a/an

b. a/a

c. an/a

d. an/an

Q. 319 Which is spelled correctly?
a. akcept

b. accept

c. acept

d. ackcept
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Q. 320 ___________ having many lenses; many surfaces:
a. multifaceted

b. distinguished

c. incinerated

d. despised

Q. 321 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John and Lorraine pretended to raise
money for a (charity).
a. predicament

b. philanthropy

c. avocation

d. prevarication

Q. 322 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. The zoo attendant claimed that Bobo had
the nastiest (temperament) of any animal there.
a. avocation

b. complex

c. predicament

d. disposition

Q. 323 A type of literature in which the author tells about a part of his life:
a. biography

b. realistic fiction

c. memoir

d. historical fiction

Q. 324 Fantasy is considered fiction.
a. True

b. False

Q. 325 It will take every ounce of your brain power and then some to get dressed in the morning! This is an
example of…
a. Appeal to Reason

b. Appeal to Authority

c. Cause and Effect

d. Overstatement

Q. 326 _____________ (adj) stubbornly self-willed; done on purpose, deliberate. synonyms: headstrong, abstinent,
premeditated. antonyms: docile, obedient, tractable.
a. unison

b. vie

c. willful

d. skittish

Q. 327 The definition of the word anecdote is:
a. gradual

b. to resist

c. a test

d. a short, interesting story
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Q. 328 Circle the correct spelling.
a. appologies

b. apologies

c. apollogies

d. appoligies

Q. 329 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. If you'd just pay attention, this kind of
problem wouldn't (occur) all the time.
a. improvise

b. aghast

c. recur

Q. 330 All of the following words refer to ferocity except:
a. power

b. extravagant

c. fierceness

d. vicious

Q. 331 Which sentence contains a misplaced modifier?
a. The battery in my car died.

b. The man in the brown suit ran toward the taxi.

c. The man in the drawer found his handkerchief.

d. The mouse was caught in the trap.

Q. 332 Technology is very PREVALENT in today's society.
a. True

b. False

Q. 333 _________ , worse, worst.
a. badly

b. bad

Q. 334 An unusually talented person or wonder is a/an ___________ .
a. essential

b. province

c. finery

d. prodigy

Q. 335 _____________ (adj.) described in well-known stories; existing in old stories. synonyms: mythical, fabulous,
famous, celebrated.
a. maim

b. legendary

c. minimize

d. glut
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Q. 336 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. Ana has a piano lesson tomorrow.

b. Ana have a piano lesson tomorrow.

c. Ana haves a piano lesson tomorrow.
Q. 337 Existing, occurring, or operating at the same time.Which term explains this?
a. simultaneously

b. instantaneous

c. interference

d. hideous

Q. 338 How do I get to the airport? Which type of sentence is this?
a. command

b. question

c. statement

d. exclamation

Q. 339 "A penny saved is a penny earned" is an example of which type of figurative language?
a. oxymoron

b. onomatopoeia

c. hyperbole

d. idiom

Q. 340 Lisa cleaned the glass door. What is the predicate in the sentence?
a. cleaned the glass door

b. Lisa

c. door

d. cleaned

Q. 341 Which is NOT a tone found in this autobiography?
a. Passionate

b. Helpless

c. Angry

d. Sentimental

Q. 342 My uncle is a proponent of stricter laws for protecting the environment. What is an antonym for proponent?
a. supporter

b. opponent

c. advocate

d. advisor

Q. 343 Circle the correct spelling.
a. identefing

b. identifing

c. identefying

d. identifying

Q. 344 If you are studying the Civil War and your teacher might encourage you to read books set during that time
because the story would be:
a. interesting

b. boring

c. satisfying

d. relevant
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Q. 345 I really enjoyed the jazz concert. It is me favorite type of music. The word me should be changed to....
a. my

b. mine

c. myself

d. no change

Q. 346 The word experience is spelled correctly.
a. True

b. False

Q. 347 My twin sisters are in second grade. When I go to the store, they always want to go with me. The word they
should be changed to...
a. we

b. no change

c. them

d. he

Q. 348 Scrooge grew lonely as a boy because he spent holidays alone
a. True

b. False

Q. 349 I fell and got an ____________ on my knee.
a. simulation

b. abrasion

c. cursory

d. allusion

Q. 350 horrible or frightful to the senses; repulsive; very ugly:
a. hideous

b. immense

c. pondering

d. loomed

Q. 351 Most protagonists are:
a. flat/static

b. flat/round

c. round/dynamic

d. round/static

Q. 352 What is the genre of the following book? Number the Stars
a. historical fiction

b. fantasy

c. biography

d. horror

Q. 353 vast; huge; very great:
a. multifaceted

b. loomed

c. hideous

d. immense
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Q. 354 ______________ (v)to exchange playful remarks; tease.(n) talk that is playful. synonyms:(n) joking, raillery.
antonym:(n) serious talk.
a. antics

b. banter

c. bountiful

d. avowed

Q. 355 The chorus sings well. They could win the state contest. The word could should be changed to.........
a. been

b. are

c. it

d. No change

Q. 356 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. We am just thinking about going to the movies.

b. We was just thinking about going to the movies.

c. We were just thinking about going to the movies.
Q. 357 Using the same ideas as a passage but making the words your own: is called ____________ .
a. paraphrasing

b. copying

c. marginalizing

d. fortifying

Q. 358 Similarly and likewise are transitional words for which of the following types of writing?
a. Chronological Order

b. Compare and Contrast

c. Order of Importance

d. Classification

Q. 359 Prosperity
a. to be lazy

b. subjective to the possibility of; likely

c. being successful or thriving

d. to flag or signal

Q. 360 Contains a verb or verb phrase and all the words that complete its meaning.
a. Simple Subject

b. Complete Subject

c. Simple Predicate

d. Complete Predicate

Q. 361 Which sentence has a direct and indirect object?
a. Parker built his brother a treehouse.

b. Edna makes cookies for the holidays.

c. Children rip open their gifts when they get them.

d. Michael ate his Brussel sprouts for dinner.
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Q. 362 Which of the following visual arguments contains an ethical appeal?
a. a designer label on a piece of clothing

b. a bar chart of 2003 housing construction sales per
state

c. an advertisement of a new multivitamin that shows
a pharmacist in a pharmacy

d. none of the above

Q. 363 Affidavit
a. consequence

b. a sworn written statement

c. an award

d. a natural attraction

Q. 364 What involves Establishing credibility?
a. making the reader see that "everyone believes this,
so you should too"

b. citing authorities on the subject who support your
point wholeheartedly

c. adding supporting details, facts, and evidence to
your argument

d. all of the above

Q. 365 The way the author shares the personality of the character refers to:
a. character analysis

b. character map

c. characterization

d. character study

Q. 366 The atmosphere or feelings a reader has in response to the text:
a. tone

b. mood

c. theme
Q. 367 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John and Lorraine (pondered) their
decision to tell Mr. Pignati the truth.
a. mulled

b. demented

c. mortified

d. repressed

Q. 368 Which word means easily seen or understood?
a. special

b. technical

c. cause and effect

d. obvious

Q. 369 If you want to ask a question of the scientists at NASA, what new form of technology would make this most
possible?
a. write an email

b. make a phone call

c. write a letter

d. go to NASA headquarters
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Q. 370 Which sentence contains a misplaced modifier?
a. While on its way to Jupiter, the Starship Enterprise
flew through a powerful dust storm.

b. The spaceship will orbit Jupiter for six months.

c. The spaceship's warriors battled the Klingon Empire
for many years.

d. The grateful soldier relaxed after years of battle in

Q. 371 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. When we saw the damage left by the
tornado, we were (horrified).
a. aghast

b. curt

c. unswerving
Q. 372 Courteous actions or manners; amenities.
a. impoliteness

b. kindness

c. misbehavior

d. suavity

Q. 373 Events leading to the conclusion.
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Rising Action

d. Falling Action

Q. 374 A formal list of only the sources used in your paper, which appears at the end of your research paper, is
called:
a. bibliography

b. biography

c. works cited

d. both a and c

Q. 375 The kids polluted the water. What is the verb in the sentence?
a. the

b. polluted

c. water

d. kids

Q. 376 Which of the following pieces of evidence are you MORE LIKELY to see in a non-fiction text?
a. bias/objective/subjective opinions

b. mood

c. theme

d. use of literary devices

Q. 377 _____________ is apiece of writing that is true
a. biography

b. essay

c. nonfiction

d. poems
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Q. 378 He was as blind as a bat. What type of figurative language is used in this sentence?
a. metaphor

b. simile

c. personification

d. hyperbole

Q. 379 How do I get to the school? Which type of sentence is this?
a. command

b. statement

c. question

d. declarative

Q. 380 The definition of the word verify is:
a. to think of

b. to hold back

c. to reveal

d. to test

Q. 381 Coherence in writing is…
a. being aware of the length of essay

b. being the best writer at Seminole

c. writing like a professional

d. staying on topic

Q. 382 ___________ (n) an order having the force of law; (v) to issue such an order; to command firmly or
forcefully. synonyms: (n) proclamation,edict; (v) proclaim.
a. citadel

b. decree

c. laggard

d. jostle

Q. 383 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. arrangment

b. arrangemint

c. arangement

d. arrangement

Q. 384 Sara was a little testy this morning, so I kept out of her way as much as possible. Another word for testy
is ______________ .
a. pleasant

b. uneasy

c. seriousness

d. irritated

Q. 385 Verb or verb phrase.
a. Simple Subject

b. Complete Subject

c. Simple Predicate

d. Complete Predicate
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Q. 386 Which word means "a story"?
a. truth

b. tale

c. space

d. planet

Q. 387 An old story that has told many times and has been passed down from generation to generation:
a. autobiography

b. folktale

c. mystery

d. fantasy

Q. 388 The feeling that the author creates for the reader:
a. mood

b. plot

c. tone

d. conflict

Q. 389 I want to know if you have anyone who can ____________ your story.
a. corroborate

b. derive

c. succumb

Q. 390 What is a antonym for presentable?
a. neat

b. clean

c. messy

d. a bedroom

Q. 391 The definition of the word compensate is:
a. to admit something

b. to pay; to make suitable payment to

c. to get; to receive from a source

d. to go beyond in achievement or quality

Q. 392 This section of a book provides you with additional information on a topic.
a. glossary

b. table of contents

c. index

d. appendix

Q. 393 The act of intentionally or unintentionally treating work done by someone else as though it were your own is
known as ____________ .
a. yellow journalism

b. blind copying

c. plagiarism

d. all of the above

Q. 394 Everybody in the class _____________ done the homework well in advance.
a. has

b. have
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Q. 395 My friends want to join the cheerleading squad. Them don't know how to cheer. The word them should be
changed to.......
a. She

b. Her

c. They

d. No change

Q. 396 Tomorrow my class will go to Hawaii .We are going on an airplane. Which is the best way to combine the
sentences?
a. and

b. but

c. therefore

d. none

Q. 397 The foyer was painted with bright colors reflecting the cheerful atmosphere in the house. Which word is
closest in meaning to the word foyer?
a. antechamber

b. antebellum

c. anterior

d. antecedent

Q. 398 Using negative words to attack the competition:
a. bandwagon

b. card stacking

c. name calling

d. testimonial

Q. 399 Stories that are meant to evoke terror in the reader, sometimes involves monsters or evil characters:
a. mystery

b. fantasy

c. adventure

d. horror

Q. 400 The method used by the author to give readers information about a character:
a. tone

b. conflict

c. characterization

d. foil

Q. 401 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Eli used a slight sniffle to (trick) his way
out of doing his work.
a. improvise

b. finagle

c. curt
Q. 402 Which word best completes the following sentence? The words of Mrs. Flowers _____________ the author
with hope.
a. fiscal

b. benign

c. infuse

d. intolerant
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Q. 403 Any background information the reader needs to understand the story
a. Inciting Incident

b. Exposition

c. Rising Action

d. Climax

Q. 404 ___________ is to convert into stone or a stony substance:
a. boasting

b. petrified

c. ominous

d. jowls

Q. 405 Which is spelled correctly?
a. exceptional

b. axceptional

c. exceptionel

d. exceptionle

Q. 406 A distinguishing characteristic, or quality of a character:
a. protagonist

b. character trait

c. conflict

d. tone

Q. 407 Sarah, please be quiet. You talk too much. Which type of sentence is this?
a. command

b. question

c. statement

d. none

Q. 408 To disguise or conceal under a false appearance
a. agree

b. dissimulate

c. reveal

d. assume

Q. 409 My car broke down. Can I borrow you? I am running late for work. The word you should be changed to....
a. yours

b. its

c. yourself

d. no change

Q. 410 _____________ car is red.
a. They're

b. Their

c. There

d. There's

Q. 411 The stars and planets are interesting to me. Which word is the object pronoun?
a. are

b. planets

c. me

d. none
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Q. 412 Which word is correct?
a. confident

b. confedent

c. confedint

d. confadint

Q. 413 Which is a correct spelling?
a. akcesible

b. aksesible

c. accessible

d. accessable

Q. 414 We need to _____________ the pilings on the dock, because the strong wind and water have weakened
them.
a. reinforce

b. undermine

c. build

d. tear down

Q. 415 The man wasn't embarrassed at all. Why should he be? All he did was fall off the stage head first in front of
eight hundred people.
a. onomatopoeia

b. understatement

c. personification

d. hyperbole

Q. 416 The definition of the word supplement is:
a. to add to, especially to make up for the lack of

b. to test or check the accuracy of something

c. to hold back

d. lacking depth or meaning; shallow

Q. 417 Old and in very bad condition. Which of the words matches the above definition?
a. timid

b. effective

c. feeble

d. dilapidated

Q. 418 Circle the correct spelling.
a. various

b. vareous

c. verious

d. varrious

Q. 419 What does frivolous mean?
a. worry

b. unimportant, silly

c. sad or lonely

d. understanding of feelings
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Q. 420 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. The workers claimed they were receiving
only a (small wage) for their long hours of labor.
a. curt

b. pittance

c. shirk
Q. 421 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. We should postpone our trip to the beach
because it will be to (cloudy) to go tomorrow.
a. aghast

b. overcast

c. unswerving
Q. 422 What is a synonym for alibi?
a. a lie

b. an excuse

c. a criminal

d. a party

Q. 423 Which is spelled correctly?
a. issueing

b. issueng

c. isuing

d. issuing

Q. 424 If you wanted to locate the last person to win the male diving competition at the last Olympics, you should
look in:
a. encyclopedia

b. dictionary

c. biography

d. almanac

Q. 425 Logical appeals involve what?
a. inflated opinions and exaggerated facts

b. pride, sympathy, and other feelings based on values

c. factual evidence collected from data and events

d. the audience's impressions about the person
making the argument

Q. 426 ____________ (n) a rich mass of ore in a mine; something very valuable, profitable, or rewarding; a source
of wealth or prosperity; a very large amount; sudden profit or gain. synonyms: windfall.
a. bonanza

b. citadel

c. decree

d. collaborate

Q. 427 Something that separates a space into parts, such as a wall.
a. stagnant

b. partition

c. concoct

d. amass
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Q. 428 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. accidently

b. accidentally

c. accidentaly

d. acidentally

Q. 429 Numerous floods had ___________ the foundation so greatly that the house was no longer safe.
a. deleted

b. reinforced

c. strengthened

d. undermined

Q. 430 Ethical appeal involves?
a. discussing facts, statistics, and analogies regarding
your topic

b. ignoring details that your audience may disagree
with in favor of putting your claim in the best light

c. an appeal to the audience's impressions about the
person making the argument

d. persuading the audience to agree with you by

Q. 431 Anger can manifest itself in many different ways. What is another word for manifest?
a. pretend

b. hide

c. reveal

d. destroy

Q. 432 For an object to be porous means that it is ___________ .
a. ugly

b. massive

c. leaky

d. durable

Q. 433 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John thought Dennis and Norton were
both (crazy).
a. mulled

b. nocturnal

c. demented

d. putrid

Q. 434 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Lorraine noticed a (disgusting) smell
coming from the cage.
a. putrid

b. demented

c. disdain

d. mundane

Q. 435 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John did not want to have an (ordinary)
life, so he constantly sought adventure
a. demented

b. mundane

c. putrid

d. strenuous
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Q. 436 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. aceptable

b. acceptible

c. acceptable

d. acceptabel

Q. 437 Which word is correct?
a. impresion

b. empresion

c. empression

d. impression

Q. 438 The police asked for documentation to see if the man was a legal citizen. If he was not, he would be sent
back to his home country. In the sentences, what does the word "documentation" mean?
a. license

b. legal papers

c. descriptions

d. insurance

Q. 439 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. aquire

b. acquire

c. aqure

d. accquire

Q. 440 Our class has is going on a fieldtrip to the museum. The school will make the lunchs. The word lunchs should
be changed to.....
a. lunchees

b. lunches

c. lunchies

d. no change

Q. 441 Which is spelled correctly?
a. preceeding

b. precedding

c. preceding

d. precedng

Q. 442 __________ (n.pl.) applause; enthusiastic praise, approval. synonyms: cheers, acclaim. antonyms: boos,
disapproval, ridicule.
a. laggard

b. jostle

c. plaudits

d. evolve

Q. 443 An appeal to emotions involves ____________ .
a. the audience's sympathy and feelings

b. generalized ideas that form a coherent whole

c. distorting evidence so as to make your claims seem
more credible

d. library research, especially quotes from experts in
the field
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Q. 444 The girl watered her flowers every day. What is the subject?
a. The girl

b. day

c. watered

d. her

Q. 445 You can make _______ at home.
a. himself

b. myself

c. yourselves

d. ourselves

Q. 446 The aunt was

frustrated with the children.

a. repetition

b. utterly

c. assail
Q. 447 While the aunt was telling her story, their behavior was ____________ because they did not sit still.
a. unspeakable

b. horribly

c. satisfactory

Q. 448 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. argument

b. arrgument

c. argumment

d. argumint

Q. 449 Most minor characters are:
a. flat/static

b. flat/round

c. round/dynamic

d. round/static

Q. 450 to confer honor or dignity upon; honor; ennoble:
a. multifaceted

b. hideous

c. dignified

d. immense

Q. 451 to appear indistinctly to the eye, mind, or ear as a large form:
a. repugnant

b. lumbered

c. loomed

d. typical

Q. 452 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. "Oh shut up," John (yelled) to Lorraine
when she complained that the music was too loud.
a. interrogated

b. mulled

c. bellowed

d. demented
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Q. 453 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Lorraine and John should have never
written the first chapter because he always twist things (unconsciously).
a. perpetually

b. compulsively

c. fanatically

d. subliminally

Q. 454 _____ family went to the beach.
a. me

b. we

c. us

d. our

Q. 455 Which one is spelled correctly?
a. axces

b. acess

c. acces

d. access

Q. 456 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. It took the king only two days to (crush)
the rebellion.
a. quell

b. shirk

c. curt

d. impede

Q. 457 ______ are welcome to attend the concert.
a. All

b. Nobody

c. Anyone

d. Anybody

Q. 458 The definition of the word fortify is:
a. to loosen

b. to remember

c. to strengthen

d. to hide

Q. 459 Will you please go with me swimming? What type of sentence is this?
a. question

b. statement

c. exclamation

d. command

Q. 460 I am starving. Can we go get lunch and dessert? I am craving brownies. The word brownies should be
changed to......
a. browns

b. brownees

c. brounies

d. no change
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Q. 461 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. accommodate

b. acomodate

c. accomodate

d. accamadate

Q. 462 "A picture paints a thousand words" is an example of which figurative language device?
a. simile

b. idiom

c. metaphor

d. hyperbole

Q. 463 As a migrant worker, Steven moved from one place to another to find jobs. Although it was hard to find
work, he was always hopeful he would be employed. In the sentences, what does the word "migrant" mean?
a. traveling

b. unprepared

c. skilled

d. continuous

Q. 464 The woman had overcome many obstacles in her life. She had lived in homeless shelters, spent many years
sick, and even lost her parents in a car accident. However, the woman was able to put herself through
college and is now a doctor. In the sentences, wh
a. advantages

b. changes

c. major events

d. problems

Q. 465 A doctor must write a note for the pharmacist before you can purchase certain types of medicine. This note
is called _____________ .
a. unscription

b. antiscription

c. prescription

d. postscription

Q. 466 If an animal is nocturnal, then it is an
a. animal not native to the geographical area where it
is living.

b. animal that is active during the night and sleep

c. animal that turns over in its sleep.

d. animal that is completely white.

Q. 467 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. aquit

b. accept

c. allready

d. amendmint

Q. 468 A synonym for preposterous:
a. funny

b. sad

c. angry

d. absurd
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Q. 469 Which of the following uses a present participle?
a. Dancing on stage is my favorite thing to do.

b. The howling dog is really starting to annoy me.

c. We are dancing on stage Friday night.

d. The dog needs to stop howling right now!

Q. 470 ____________ (adj) of or relating to a slave; behaving like or suitable for a slave or a servant, menial; lacking
spirit or independence; abjectly submissive. synonyms: slavish, groveling, fawning. antonyms: masterly,
overbearing.
a. vigil

b. servile

c. preclude

d. rubble

Q. 471 Which is spelled correctly?
a. clasic

b. classic

c. klassic

d. klasic

Q. 472 __________ (n) person who moves slowly or falls behind; (adj) falling behind; slow to move, act or respond.
synonyms: (n) slowpoke, straggler; (adj) sluggish. antonyms: (n) early bird; (adj) swift, speedy, prompt.
a. laggard

b. plaudits

c. preclude

d. wrangle

Q. 473 _____________ (adj) not having or using; lacking. synonyms: wanting, bereft. antonyms: full, teeming,
abounding.
a. comply

b. devoid

c. amass

d. allot

Q. 474 Which word is a past participle in the sentence? Joe damaged the book.
a. damaged

b. the

c. book

d. Joe

Q. 475 I invented a new remote car. I are going to allow you to play with me on Saturday. The word are should be
changed to....
a. is

b. am

c. they

d. no change

Q. 476 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John and Lorraine got themselves into a
difficult (situation) when they threw a party at Mr. Pignati's house while he was in the hospital.
a. predicament

b. complex

c. ritual

d. avocation
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Q. 477 Choose the correct spelling of the word.
a. assinment

b. assignment

c. asignemnt

d. asinnment

Q. 478 Last summer I went to the zoo. There were animal and lots of people. We had a great time! The word animal
should be changed to.....
a. animals

b. animallles

c. animales

d. no change

Q. 479 My mom couldn't pick me up from school. I had to take the bus over town to my friend's house. The word
over should be changed to.......
a. on

b. above

c. across

d. in

Q. 480 _____________ (v) to quarrel or argue in a noisy, angry way; to obtain by argument; to herd; (n) a noisy
quarrel. synonyms: (v) quibble, bicker. antonyms: (v) agree, concur.
a. vigil

b. rubble

c. wrangle

d. revert

Q. 481 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. Already

b. Allredy

c. Allready

d. Awlready

Q. 482 What is the correct order of the stages of plot?
a. rising action, exposition, climax, falling action

b. falling action, climax, rising action, exposition

c. climax, falling action, exposition, rising action

d. exposition, rising action, climax, falling action

Q. 483 How many people participate in a monologue, a form of dramatic entertainment?
a. one

b. two

c. numerous
Q. 484 A chronometer would be used for:
a. testing blood pressure

b. flying passengers to a heliport

c. telling time
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Q. 485 Susan and I will stand here and smile. Would you please take a picture of Susan and I? The wood I should be
changed to....
a. me

b. we

c. she

d. no change

Q. 486 Made for temporary use. Which of the words below matches the definition?
a. makeshift

b. construction

c. sustain

d. framework

Q. 487 _____________ (n) a passage taken from a book, article, etc.; (v) to take such a passage; to quote.
synonyms: (n) portion, section, extract.
a. grope

b. jostle

c. laggard

d. excerpt

Q. 488 Unlike paraphrase this means to explain the meaning of in an understandable way:
a. interpret

b. summarize

c. paraphrase

d. cajole

Q. 489 I don't think you understand the severity of your actions! What is a synonym for severity?
a. seriousness

b. mildness

c. accuracy

d. onslaught

Q. 490 Which is NOT a type of persuasive technique?
a. Analogy

b. Cause and Effect

c. Alliteration

d. Hyperbole

Q. 491 Which is correct?
a. exsistence

b. existance

c. existence

d. exsistance

Q. 492 Which is correct?
a. comotion

b. commotion

c. kommotion

d. comottion
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Q. 493 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John overlooked the fact that he (hated)
spaghetti.
a. bellowed

b. loathed

c. fixated

d. demented

Q. 494 Mr. Blue had talked to John and Al about not talking during a test. One morning they had to take a math
test. Mr. Blue walked around and caught them cheating. Them didn't listen. The word them should be
changed to.......
a. we

b. they

c. I

d. no change

Q. 495 Which word means "the meaning of a word"?
a. dictionary

b. dictate

c. politics

d. definition

Q. 496 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. Lorraine thinks she suffers from (irrational
distrust) because she thinks people are always laughing at her.
a. prevarication

b. paranoia

c. philanthropy

d. putrid

Q. 497 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John's mother was (overly enthusiastic)
about cleaning her house.
a. infantile

b. demented

c. fanatical

d. mortified

Q. 498 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. John thinks that Norton's behavior is
(immature).
a. infantile

b. mortified

c. repressed

d. compulsive

Q. 499 Choose the answer that best replaces the word(s) in parentheses. One reason Joey is so popular at school is
because he is such an (outgoing person).
a. curt

b. unswerving

c. extrovert
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Q. 500 Which is spelled correctly?
a. xspecially

b. especially

c. exspecialy

d. especialy

Q. 501 Adoringly meansa. a state of confused and noisy disturbance

b. lack of fairness or justice

c. to regard with the utmost esteem, love and respect

d. an excessively greedy eater

Q. 502 _____________ is defined as remarkable or outstanding.
a. Notable

b. Juvenile

c. Typhoon

d. Proposal

Q. 503 Few in number, not common is the definition of _________ .
a. scarce

b. decadent

c. agitate

d. confront

Q. 504 Choose the correct spelling of this word.
a. alot

b. a lot

c. alott

d. a llot

Q. 505 The scholar _____________ . Which of these correctly completes the sentence?
a. with a report due soon

b. needs to find some books

c. on the way

d. writing about an interesting

Q. 506 Where do sharks live? What kind of sentence is this?
a. statement

b. question

c. exclamation

d. command

Q. 507 I wrote the letter to the school newspaper and signed it with my full name. I wanted them to know it was
from me. The word me should be changed to....
a. I

b. we

c. them

d. no change

Q. 508 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. altercation

b. alterkation

c. altarkashun

d. altershun
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Q. 509 Bias means.
a. Confront obstacle without giving in to fear; bravery

b. Judgment or opinion formed beforehand against or
for something

c. Difficulties; misfortune

d. Partiality; slanted opinion
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